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set in earlier than usual, he spent more than two years-the interval
between May 1860 and September 1862-among the Esquimaux on
the western coast of Davis's Strait, in order to acquire their lan-
guage and familiarise himself with their habits and mode of life.
He is at present once more in the Arctie regions, having returned
thither in order to prosecute his enterprise. He is now accompanied
by two intelligent Esquimaux, whom he took back with him to
America; and who, 'having now learnt English, will serve him as
interpreters as well as a means of introduction to the various settle-
ments of Esquimaux whom he may have occasion to visit in his
travels. The results of lis present expedition will probably be
more interesting than those of lis first. If we test the success of
his first voyage by the discoveries to which it led, these were con-
fined to correcting the charts of a portion of the western coast of
Davis's Strait, and to proving that the waters hitherto laid down as
" Frobisher's Strait" are in fact not a strait, but a bay. As a voy-
age of discovery, its-importance falls far short of that undertaken
for the same object in 1857 by Captain M'Clintock. Captain Hall,
however, was enabled, by comparing the various traditions among
the Esquimaux, to arrive at the spot where Frobisher, in the reign
of Queen Elizabeth, attempted to found a settlement on "Kodlu-
narn" [i. e. "White man's"] Island (the Countess Warwick's Island
of English maps), where he found coal, brick, iron implements,
timber, and buildings still remaining. This success in tracing out,
by means of information supplied by the natives, the relics of an
expedition undertaken more than three centuries ago, makes him
confident of obtaining a like success in unravelling the mystery in
which the fate of Sir John Franklin and lis companions is still
wrapped, by a similar residence among the Esquimaux of Boothia
and King William's Island, which were the last known points in
their wanderings. This is the region he is now attempting'to reach
for the second time. But the real value of lis present volume is the
accurate and faithful record it gives of the author's impressions,
received from day to day during a residence within the Arctic Zone,
and the details it-gives of the habits and cliaracter of the Esquimaux.

The origin of this people is, we believe, unknown. Another
Arctie traveller has suggested that they are "the missing link be-
tween a Saxon and a seal." They are rapidly decreasing in num-
bers; yet, if measured by the territory which they inhabit, they form
one of the most widely-spread races on the face of the earth. Mr.
Max Müller might help us to arrive at the ,ethnological family to
which they belong, were he to study the specimens of their language
with which Captain Hall supplies us. Judging from the physi-
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